
Source for Business
Source for Business(1) is the national 
trading brand of Pennon Water Services 
covering both England and Scotland.

  www.sourceforbusiness.co.uk

Our operations
Water retail services

Pennon Water Services service performance is part 
of a customer-centric approach which runs as a 
thread throughout the year and underpins its 
competitive advantage and reputation with key 
market influencers such as brokers interacting on 
behalf of clients. Across its brands Pennon Water 
Services customers rate it very highly with a score 
of 9.1 out of 10 through the independent review site 
Trustpilot, an increase on an already strong 
customer assessment of 8.5 out of 10 in the prior 
financial year. This trend continues into its customer 
complaint performance with a 41% drop in total 
written complaints and an upper quartile position in  
the market. Furthermore, improvements in its 
market compliance scores demonstrate its focus 
upon regulatory standards and measures with a top 
three market performance score for the full financial 
year among companies with more than 5,000 
supply points. 

The business has also shown strong resilience 
amid continuing market challenges affecting 
retailers, including poor market data, low customer 
awareness and low margins which have rendered 
large parts of the business switching market inert. 

Focused on health & safety
Safety remains a top priority with Pennon Water 
Services demonstrating this along with its resilience 
and flexibility in March by its ability to quickly isolate 
100% of its staff during the global outbreak of 
COVID-19. Mental health support was provided to 
employees while working in isolation to maintain the 
strong sense of team and cohesive culture which 
pervades the business. All employees were able to 
function fully within a home environment with its IT 
infrastructure, including customer call handling, 
operable remotely. This enabled Pennon Water 
Services to provide support and advice to its 
customers in a difficult time personally and 
professionally while protecting its employees, 
their families and the communities it serves. 

100%
of new tendered  
contracts renewed

£51m
value of national customer  
contracts served

Pennon Water Services continues to deliver 
excellent service to its customers and against its 
strategic objectives, doubling prior year earnings 
before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation 
through strong growth in its strategic sectors and 
efficiencies delivered by investments in IT, process 
and its people. 

Securing long-term partnerships
Pennon Water Services strategy of acquiring and 
retaining long-term partnerships in key sectors 
continues to succeed. 100% of all tendered 
customer contracts signed since the market opened 
on 1 April 2017 have been renewed. By tendering, 
customers have demonstrated a desire to switch 
supplier to find the best market value and service 
and in working with Pennon Water Services they 
have opted to stay with the business to take 
advantage of its customer-centric approach and 
advice. This is, in part, demonstrated by the renewal 
rate but also by the strong growth in the value of 
non-retail services delivered by Pennon Water 
Services in the past 12 months. Its customers have 
benefited from services such as leakage detection 
and repair, infrastructure and installation projects, 
alternative water sources and consultation services. 

A sustainable approach
Community and sustainability remain important to 
Pennon Water Services. It continues to help global 
communities build and thrive by championing 
access to clean drinking water through the charity 
WaterAid while locally supporting beach cleans and 
helping businesses to use water more efficiently. 
Installation of boreholes and projects designed to 
allow businesses to recycle water back into their 
business process help to reduce network demand 
and support a more resilient water future for us 
all. At the heart of its support for business and 
communities are its people and, through work 
with Great Places to Work, Pennon Water Services 
has measured improvements to its employee 
engagement scores which also compare favourably 
to top performing companies in the UK. 

Outlook
Further consolidation of the UK retail market 
and difficult trading conditions, exacerbated 
by COVID-19, continue to create a challenging 
environment which will flow into financial year 
2021. While the full impact of COVID-19 on the 
non-household sector as a whole is yet to be fully 
understood, Pennon Water Services remains well 
placed to deliver against its long-term strategic 
objectives, growing organically and able to take 
advantage of opportunities to further consolidate 
the market for economies of scale should they arise. 

(1) Pennon Water Services serves national 
customers through the Source for Business 
brand, additionally it operates regionally as 
South West Water Business, South Staffs 
Water Business, Bournemouth Water 
Business and Cambridge Water Business.
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